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Table l 
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Chapter Two 
Introduction 
''This report is an attempt to get the :facts about 
the women's pages of seven newspapers and to com-
pare these facts with available information re-
garding the women. in the communities in which those 
papers are published."l 
The information presented here has been assembled 
both from research of my own, with the newspapers them-
selves and with necessary bib.liographical material, and 
from the results of Dtudies·ll'iade by· several· imdergradUa.te 
students in the journalism school of Boston University 
during the 1950-1951 school year. By doli~g this work I 
acted as research assistant to . Mrs. Barry Brown, who vvill 
present this information in a report before the American 
:Press Institute in June; 1952. This thesis includes only 
the material :from the report which I have written, and 
whatever material has .been taken directly from Mrs~ Brown's 
report has been cited as· a quotation. 
This study has been made because of the obvious 
need for factual information for the use of women's depart-
ment editorainevaluating the e:f:fectd.veness of their work. 
"What has been noticeably lacking in this field is 
1. Brown, Roberta(MTs. Barry), nWhat About Women's News?, 11 
Report presented to the American Press Institute. 
any substantial in~ormation which would e~~ectively 
relate the measured content o~ woments pages and 
particular ~acts pertaining to the conditions o~ 
life o~ women· reacters of those pages. This report 
2 
is an attempt partially to ~ill that void. It is 
necessarily limited in its scope to the seven ~apers 
which were studied and their circulation areas. tt 2 
Re~erence has been made to some surveys which have 
been published and to the 13~-Stu.O..y Summary, published by 
the Advertising Research Fmm.dation, . which provides the 
most substantial in~ormation available regarding pre~er-
ences stated by women·readers~ 
However, the attention of this report is not limited 
to what women say that.theY wish to read. The civic res-
ponsibility of the newspaper has. not been overlooked, and, 
as part of the newspaper, the women's pages must serve the 
needs as well as the desires o~ their readers. 
A certain amount of assumption is involved in dis-
covering the needs of women readers in a given community. 
Evaluating the effectiveness of women's page news in 
meeting those need·s involves some subjective judBement. 
However, ''every effort has been made. to make this study as 
objective as possible and to admit only those 
assumptions which might be readily acceptable to 
most individuals,"3 
Although published reports of the 1948 Conference on 
the American Woman, conducted under the auspices of the 
Women's Bureau of the U.S. ·Department of Labor, indicate 
2. Ibid 
3- Ibid 
3 
that women's needs and interests are undergoing rapid 
changes, every effort has been mad~ to avoid the error of 
applying national concepts to the local situation. Instead, 
the effectiveness of women's news presented to a given 
community has been interpreted only in terms of nummerical 
evidence of the impact of such trends(decreased female em-
ployment in a community would indicate such a trend). 
"The tested readershi~ of women's pages seems to 
validate the reasonableness of approaching woments 
news as a separate part of newspaper presentation. 11 4 
The 138-Study Summary presents data showing that women usu-
ally do turn to the women's section of the newspaper, 
giving it second rank in female readership (Page 1 is first 
in both male and female readership preference). 
The 138- Study oummary also shows that readership of 
all :parts of the newspaper has been declining since World 
War II. Women may, it appears, be receiving more of what 
they want to read, hear, or view from magazines, radio, and 
television. Although magazines have lost more proportionally 
to television, according to relative allotments of adver-
tising budgets by large national advertisers in xecent 
years, according to the relative allotmEnts of advertising 
budgets by large national advertisers in recent years, news-
papers have suffered some, too. This study should suggest 
4. Ibid 
4 
certain areas in whiQh the local newspaper, on its women's 
pages, can strengthen its ~emale readership and compete ~or 
advertising revenue while providing a community service. 
"It is obviously difficult f'or women's department 
5 
editors to assess the effectiveness o~ their efforts. 11 In 
comparison to the entire fi:eld of journalism, their work is 
in its infancy. Women's pages appeared first as regular de-
partments of the newspaper just be~ore the beginning of this 
century. At that time the restrictions under which women 
lived reflected their interests. Women were not voters at 
that time, and, u.11til World Wa:r I, few women were employed 
outside the homee 
Women's pages brought a break from. the traditional 
role of the newspaper, and with women1s pages came other 
radical journalistic departures; vvhich have .undergone modi-
fication in the intervening years to meet the demands of 
modern readers. 
The women 1 s page has been slower to ad.mi t modi~ica­
tion, probably because it is difficult to measure the re-
actions of the readers o~ this page. 
"Business and. financial pages have· the barometer of 
the stock market reports and published material which 
reflects.economic trends. Sports pages have gate re-
ceipts to show the interest of sports fans. But, it 
is a hard task to go into the homes of readers and 
5. Ibid. 
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:find out what women a:re thinking ab ou't. 11 
Furthermore, it is difficult to determine just what 
is the role o:f women. While the interests o:f some women have 
varied greatly :from the. traditional, those of other women 
have appeared to have changed very little. 
Hmvever, 19 million women are now wag·e earners, and an 
uncounted number of farm women, who are not listed among wage 
earners, would qualify as working women for their part in 
operatirig tractors and other mechanized equipment. 
"This fact of female employment, insofar as it is re-
flected in the local situation, would seem to have 
some bearing on women's·concerns and women's news.n7 
Another fact of national change which appears 'to have 
direct bearing on women's interests is the urbanization of 
the country, with census figures showing a coro~lete reversal 
in the urban-rural relationship. Sixty per cent of the people 
now live in urban areas,. and they have a living pattern of 
diffused activities and interests. This has altered women's 
traditio:nc;i:l responsibility as homemakers. 
This study can no.t give a complete answer to the 
question of what changes these t~ends should have on the con-
tent of 'the wmne.n' s page. Only the women editors themselves 
·can plan the women's pages, day by day. But it does offer an 
approach to the questions asked and a method for relating 
6 •. Ibid 
7. Ibid 
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women's page news to the woman of a given community. 
In addition, this study evaluates the women's pages 
of the seven papers studied by generally accepted newspaper 
criteria, such as readership studies. 
Deviations in practice ana in content within the group 
of papers have been measured; and they have been presented 
both in the text and in graph or table form. The individual 
papers have been analyzed, as well as the individual cate-
gories of women's news treated by all the papers in the group. 
The section devoted to conclusions attempts to sum-
marize and interpret· the findings.· 
''But the prac·t;ical value of this entire project 
(and a major purpose prompting its undertaking) 
will be realized only when it has been read, crit-
icized, amended, and experimentally applied by the 
women editors themselves."8 
8. Ibid 
Chapter Three 
Method Or Manner In Which Work Was Conducted 
1. Selection Of Papers 
The papers were selected because of their compre-
hensive attention to women's news, but no effort was made 
to select them according to geographical representation. All 
serve metropolitan communities and have circulations above 
100,000. Significant differences as well as similarities ex-
ist within the group of cities. 
The papers include both morning and afternoon publi-
cations. Four are chain publications, while three are inde-
pendent. One is a.tabloide 
Circulation figures for the papers, as listed in the 
Editor And :Publisher Yearbook( Oct., 1951, figures) are: 
(ind.) The Providence Evening Bulletin 139,855 
(evening) 
(Knight)The Miami Herald (morning) · · 170,671 
(Cowles.) The Minneapolis Tribune 
(morning) . 
185,468 
( ind. ) The Toledo Blade 
(evening} 186,970 
(Scripps)The Clev$land Press (evening) ·. 294,747-
(Hearst)The Boston Record 
(morning) . 400,451 
(ind.) The Philadelphia Evening Bulletin 711,013 
2~ Areas Served By The Papers 
8 
"Four of' the papers. serve Atlantic coastal ports; tv·m 
serve Great Lake ports; and one(Minneapolis) serves a 
-· · cro:tmitunity; )Vh:tch ~is .a shi:P!fing :transfer- p:oint as we3:1 
as a service-center for a wide agricultural area and 
a. center o:f. :Jn§ll:ru:eactu:t±ng. "1 · . -i : ·•-- •. : , : :. ·• · 
"The, coastal ·cities_ 'di'f'fer greatly in the type o:f 
comrmmity served. Mi~i and Philadelphia both serve bi-
racial co~nunities. However, Miami is a resort city and a 
transportation and service /center, with only light industries. 
Philadelphia 1 on the other hand, is an industrial center and 
a shipping transfer point. Philadelphia, Providence, ru~d 
Boston are all located within the Northeastern belt of in-
dustrial concentration. Cleveland and Toledo, sister la~e 
ports, are centers of' manufacturing and shipping. 
Attention has been given to variations in the composi-
tions of' the female populations which might reflect loca-
tional differences. 
3. Publication :Period Examined 
''Subscriptions to each of' the seven papers were taken 
for a five weeks period, roughly extending from October 
2 through November 4,1950. (Some variation in dates was 
unavoidable because of' the difference in time involved 
in dealing with the circulation departments of' each 
newspaper}. This period served the purposes of' the 
survey inasmuch as it included no major holiday which 
might have affected the proportion of' space alloted for 
any particular type of' women t s news, and it did not 
conflict with any particular hap9ening which might other-
wise have caused temporary distortion of' space ratios.u2 
4. Measurement Of Space 
The total amount of' news space used during the period 
. 1. Brown, Roberta(Mrs. Barry), nWhat About Women t s News?," 
Report presented to American Press Institute. 
2. Ibid 
was measured in column inche~ :for each :paper. Then the 
amount of' women's department news was measured, and the 
:percentage of total news space devoted to women's pages 
9 
was determined~ News of' primary concern to women and which 
did not appear on the women's pages was also measured and li~­
cluded in the st;udy~ (Very slight dif'ferences were :found 
between space on the women's pages and all space given to 
women' s news ) . 
4. Categories Of' Womenrs News And Their Space 
Allotments 
Women's news, examination of the papers determ~ned, 
can be divided into fif'teen categories. These categories, 
which were used in the study, are: society( inclua_ing per-
sonals and wedding and engagement v~rite-ups as well as news 
of parties, etc.), clubs (not including news or human interest 
stories based on coverage of' speakers on events sponsored by 
clubs), :food, :fashion, child care, health, beauty, manners, 
personal counseling, home decoration, teen age, human inter-
est, news stories, other features (special columns and other 
items not belonging specifically to other categories.), and 
puzzles, patterns, and contests. 
The amounts. of'. space gi.ven to these categories were 
recorded in column inches for each issue of the respective 
women's pages. Both stories and :pictures were measured. Then 
the averages for each category were found. 
10 
Averages for each category for the group of papers 
as a whole were later worked out. Averages were tabUlated, 
and graphs were prepared showing how much space each paper 
devoted to each of the categories in relation to the average 
for the group. 
5. Sources Of Women's News 
As far as possible, it was determined whether stories 
were of local or non-local origin, but it was not possible 
.to discover sources for all stories. Some appeared to be de-
rived from publicity releases, but there was no way of estab-
lishing this fact. 
6. Examination Of Data On Female 
PopUlations Within Areas Served By Papers Studied 
A part of the study was devoted to collecting and 
examining information abou-t! women living within the circu-
lation area of each newspaper studied, . including both read-
ers and potential readers. 
Data for each area (which, :for the most part, approx-
imated the metroyolitan district defined by the U.S. Census) 
was compiled regarding the female population over 15 years 
of age. (It was assumed that most females would not be regu-
lar women's department readers until theY reached this age). 
·"The 1940 census was used for this study because, at 
the tirne that the study was undertaken, compilation 
of 1950 census de,ta had. not been completed. Refer-
ence to female birth rate tables from 1925 to 1935 
showed ari over-all increase in the number of females 
3'· 
born during that pe;riod." 
ll 
This would indicate t:Oat :facts pertaining to age groups 
which were taken from tne 1940 census wo"!-lla gain in signifi-
cance if the year 1950 were.substituted. Current :figures on 
employment add emphasis to employment :facts determined in 
'1940. 
After the· breakdmvns in. age .had been ·completed., 
showing.respective sizes o:f each group :for each community, 
the stories on the women'.s pages under stUdy were examined, 
and a plus or minus value of presumed interest was recorded 
:for each story. Some stories were :found .to be of interest to 
all age groups while other stories were of presumed interest 
to only certain groups. (Th,is must necessarily be termed "pre-
sunled interest" because certain assumptions had to be made 
about the interests of women in different classifications.) 
In assessing the interest o:f_stories to the age groups, 
the 15-24 group was divided into two smaller groups(l5 to 19 
and 20 to 24) because o:f the differences in maturity and in 
interests between them. ·Other age groups were studied in ten-
year categories. 
Graphs were made showing the rat~o o:f stories of pre-
sumed interest to each group in comparison to the percentage 
of the total adult (15 and older) female population 
3. Ibid 
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which each of the groups.formed. 
The same method of procedure as outlined was used 
for determining the size of the married and the employed 
female population and for determining stories of presumed 
. . . 
interest to married, unmarried;· employed, and unemployed 
women in the community. These facts were presented in table 
form. 
An attempt was made to discover some housing factor, 
· but the women's pages in this study devoted little attention 
to subjects such 9-s gardening, household problems, fl.ower 
arrangement, etc., which could have been analyzed in terms 
of a housing factor • 
. "Analysis· of presumed reader interest on the basis of 
other· single factors, such as the incidence of club 
membership or the representation of school age child-
ren were suggested in the course of this study .. The 
difficulty of obtaining accurate figures at the time 
the study was made, as well as the limits of time and 
manpower obviated the extension of the study to those 
areas .n4 
4. Ibid 
Chapter Four 
Study Of Categories Of Women's News 
(Listed In Order Of Percentages Of News Space Given) 
(See Tables 1,5) 
1. Society 
Society received a larger percentage of women's 
news space in the seven newspapers than any other cate-
gory studied. It averaged 15.1 per cent of the space and 
was among the three leading categories on five of the 
women's pages studied. 
Two newspapers (Cleveland Press and Miami Herald) 
placed society first in percentage of women's page news 
space;· one (Minneapolis Tribune), second; and two (Phila-
delphia Evening Bulletin and Toledo Blade), third. In the 
Boston Record it was.the seventh ranking category, and in 
the Providence Bulletin it was eighthe 
Society news or pictures were read by 81 per cent 
of the women during the post-war years, according to the 
138- Continuing Studies Summary, and 86 per cent of the 
women under the age of 54 stated that they read some society 
news. According to the Summary, society personals ranked 
second as a women's page preference among women readers, 
and society stories ranked fourth, both having a high 
percentage of readership. 
A survey made in an Illinois city in 1949 and re-
ported by Dr. Wilbur Schramm and Dr. David White discov-
ered that: 
l1Reading of society news is low in the teens and 
thereafter rises to a high plateau between the ages 
of thirty and sixty~ In the case of women, it in-
creases significantly with economic status." 1 
Although the 138-Study Summary found society news to 
be high in readership among women, a survey made recently 
in Pittsbur~Pennsylvania, disclosed a different situ-
ation. The survey, made after a newspaper strlke of 
several weeks duration, found that society ranked four-
teenth among items missed by women when they did not have 
their newspapers. Only· 31.3 per cent of the women mentioned 
society at all as one of the items which they missed. 
Various types of treatment were given to society news 
by the seven newspapers studied. 
The Philadelphia Bulletin included most of' its 
society news in a column, "Evening Chat, 11 which covered 
general society news, personals, and some club news. This 
column did not appear on the women's pages. Stories of 
14-
weddings seldom appeared, but they were used in the Sunday 
edition of the Bulletin, which was not included in the study. 
Society news in the Toledo Blade was of the routine 
wedding-engagement-party nature and appeared on the women's 
1. Schramm, Wilbur, and White, David, 11Age, Education, And 
Economic Status As Factors In Newspaper Reading." 
pages. Personals were not used. The Minneapolis Tribune 
included the routine type of society news, as well as a 
daily column, "About People, 11 which published items about 
dinner parties, visitors to the city (personals), etc. 
Both the Providence Bulletin Bulletin and the 
Cleveland Press treated their society news similiarly, 
with stories of weddings, engagements, and parti~s, and 
with personals on the women's pages. The percentage of 
society news in the Boston Record was minute, with only 
an ocoasional .. wedding story or an engagement announcement 
. appe aririg. 
··The Miami Herald, which devoted the highest per-
centage· of news space to society, published all types of 
society stories, with the emphasis being on social 
functions. Most of the pictures were in the category of 
society; A daily column, 11Personally Speaking," gave 
complete coverage to personals. 
Percentages of women's news space given to society 
news in each of the newspapers were: Mlami Herald, 36 per 
cent; Cleveland Press, 22.5 per cent; Minneapolis Tribune, 
17 per cent; Philadelphia Bul~etin, 13 per cent; Toledo 
Blade, 10 per cent; Providence Bulletin, 6. 6 per cent; and 
Boston Record, 1.1 per cent. 
2~ Food 
Food news was second only to society in the average 
15 
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percentage (14~6) of news space given to it, and, like 
society, it was among the three leading categories on five 
of the women's pages studied. Unlike society, food news 
was not less than the fourth ranking category on any of 
the women's pages. 
Two of the papers (Boston Record and Toledo Blade) 
devoted the largest percentage of women's news space to 
the food category; one (Philadelphia Bulletin) placed it 
second; and two (Minneapolis Tribune and Miami Herald), 
third. It was the fourth ranking categorY in the Cleve-
land Press and the Providence Bulletin. 
Food news received received the·largest single 
percentage of women's news space, on one of the women's 
pages, of the categories studied~ The Boston Record de-
voted 37 per cent of the women's news space to it. 
According to the 138-Study Summary, food news was 
in fifth place and menus and recipes were in sixth place 
(the two were included under the same category in this 
study) among the preferences of women. Food pictures were 
not among the leading ten pictorial preferences of women, 
according to the Summary. 
Several foo.d columns were included in the papers 
studied in addition to regular food newse "Easy Dinner For 
The Working Girl To Preparen was a regular feature in the 
Boston Record, which ·devoted several pages to £ood news 
each Friday. 11 Four Star Food Buystt and 11 Ki tchen Talk, 11 
both local, and "What's. Cookingf! by Thomas Mario ( syndi-
cated) ap~eared on the women's pages of ·the Providence 
Bulletin. 
The school lunch menus £or the following week and 
suggested supper menus were published each Saturday in the· 
. . . 
Minneapolis Tribune. On each Thursday eVeD:ing the :Phil a-. 
delp.hia Bulletin included such £.ood columns as ":Party Time 
In Hollywood, 11 11Women In The Food Industry, rr and l1Just My 
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Dish" (an interview· feature with local women). Food features 
were given a prominent place on all o£ thw women's pages. 
:Percentages o£ women's news space given to £ood 
news in each o£ the newspapers studied were: Boston Record, 
37 per cent; :Philadelphia Bulletin, 14 per cent; Miami 
Herald, 13 per cent; Toledo Blade, 11.8 per cent; Minne-
apolis Tribune, 10.2 per cent; Providence Bulletin, 8.5 
per cent; and Cleveland Press, 8.3 per cent. 
3. Fashion 
An average of lle8 per cent o£ the total women's 
news space o£ all papers studied was devoted to fashion 
news, which was the third ranking category. Fashion was not 
the leading category, in the percentage of space, on any o£ 
the womenfs pages, but it was the second ranking category 
in two papers and third ranking in one. An unusually high 
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percentage (30 per cent) of news space was given to 
fashion news by the women's pages of the Boston Record. 
The category of dress patterns was the third 
ranking preference among women, ac.cording to the 138-
Study Summary, but the fashion category was not mentioned 
among the first ten preferences. 
Regular fashion columns used by the women's pages 
included ttEx:periment Winifred,n a local beauty and fashion 
column which appeared in the Miami Herald, and "Accenting 
Fashion" in the Providence Bulletin~ 
~ercentages of women's news space given to fashion 
news were; Boston Record, 30 per cent; Cleveland Press, 
12.4 per cent; ~hilad.elphia Bulletin, 10.7 per cent; 
~ro'?"idence Bulletin, 8 per cent; Toledo Blade, 6.2 per 
cent; 1\'Iiami Herald, 6 per cent; and Minneapolis Tribune, 
4 per cent. 
4. Human Interest 
Human interest, the fourth ranking category, re-
ceived an average of 9.66 of the women's news space in the 
papers studied. 
It was the first ranking category on the women's 
pages of the Providence Bulletin, fourth in the ~hila­
delphia Bulletin, fifth in the Cleveland Press and the 
Minneapolis Trib~e, ninth in the Boston Record, tenth in 
the Toledo Blade, and twelfth in the Miami Herald. 
Each of the women's pages, except the Boston Record 
and the Cleveland Eress, included human interest stories of 
non-local origin. 
Human interest pictures were· third among women's 
preferences for pictures on women's page~, according to the 
138-Study Summary, with 63 per cent of the women giving 
attention to such pictures. 
The percentages of women's news space given to human 
interest news were: Providence Bulletin, 33 per cent; 
Philadelphia Bulletin, 12 per cent; Minneapolis Tribune, 
9.8 per cent; Cleveland Press, 7.8 per cent; Toledo Blade, 
5 per cent; Miami Herald, .02 per cent; and Boston Record, 
.004 per cent. 
5. Other Features 
This category included special columns and other items 
on the women's pages which did not specifically fit into the 
other categories. It was the fifth ranking category and 
received an average percentage of 7.59 of the women's news 
space~ 
This was the first ranking category in both the 
Minneapolis. Tribune and the Philadelphia Bulletin, fifth 
ranking in the Toledo Blade, sixth in the Mlami Herald, and 
twelfth in the Cleveland Eress. 
The large percentage of space given to this category 
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on the women's pages of the ,Tribune was accounted for by 
a daily, and usually long, column, lfGoing To Have A Baby," 
· by .Anna Roosevelt and Dr. Leo Doyle; . a daily column about 
the Minneapolis Art Institute; a regular music column; and 
an occasional story (such as one about metal work) which 
did not fit into any other category. 
In the Philadelphia Bulletin a column, 11 Your Gar-
den, n appeared often, and "Capital Chat," by a correspon-
dent in Washington, (a column which could be considered 
neither human interest nor society) was a lengthy, daily 
column. Some pictures (of houses, etc.) and stories about 
creative work, such as Christmas cards and jewelry, also 
boosted the percentage of space given to this category. 
Percentages of news space given to this category 
were: Minneapolis Tribune, 24 per cent; Philadelphia 
BUlletin, 23~·per cent; Toledo Blade, 8.;6 per cent; Provi-
dence Bulletin, 7.3 per cent; Miami Herald, 5.09 per cent; 
and Cleveland Press, 2~2 per cent. All of the material. 
appearing on the women~s pages of the Boston Record was 
classified under other categories. 
6. Club New:!J 
Club news,was the sixth ranking average category 
for the papers studied, comprising 7.2 per cent of the 
women's news space. This percentage appears to be low, 
im view of the numerous women's clubs and organizations in 
view of the numerous women's clubs and organizations 
in United States cities, but club newa was only in ninth 
place as a categorical preference among women, according 
to the 138-Study Summary~ 
Several of the papers used a club calender, which 
condensed the ..mount of space needed for this category~ 
Three of the women's pages (Cleveland Press, 
Miami Herald, and Toledo Blade) gave the second highest 
percentage of new~ space to club news, while the Ehila-
delphia Bulletin placed the category in tenth place, the 
Providence Bulletin in eleventh place, and the Minne-
apolis Tribune li~ twelfth place. The women's pages of 
the Boston Record did not devote space to this category. 
Some of theevening papers provided excellent 
club news coverage in their Sunday editions, which were 
not surveyed in this study • 
. The percentages of women's news space given to 
club news were: Cleveland Press, 16.5 per cent; Miami 
Herald 7 16 per cent; Toledo Blade, ll.l per cent; Phila-
delphia Bulletin, 3.2 per cent; .Minneapolis Tribune, 2 
per cent; and the ~rovidence Bulletin, 1.8 per cent. 
1. Puzzles, Patterns, Contests 
The category compr_ising these three reader parti-
cipation features was seventh ranking, receiving an 
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average of 6.34 o:f·the women's news space. 
Although contests and puz~les were seldom used. 
(except in the Boston Record); patterns appeared regu-
larly on most of the women's pages. This showed an effort 
to appeal to a known preference, :for ~he third ranking 
women's page preference, according to the 138- Study 
Summary, was the category of dress :patterns. 
The contests. and. puzzles category· was not among 
the first ten preferences :for women's pages. This is 
probably because so :few of the women's page use this 
material. 
This category was third ranking on the women's 
pages of the Boston Record, :fourth in the Toledo Blade, 
seventh in the Miami Herald., seventh in the Providence 
Bulletin, ninth in the Philadelphia Bulletin, and. fif-
teenth in the Minneapolis Tribune~ 
Percentages given to this category were: Boston 
Record., 20 per cent; Toledo Blade, 8.9 per cent; Provi-
dence Bulletin, 5. 7 per cent; Philad.el:P?-ia Bulletin, 3. 6 
per cent; Miami Herald, 3 per cent; Cleveland Press, 3 
per cent; and. ~~neapolis Tribune, ~02 per cent. 
8. News Stories 
This category included. straight news stories, 
with no human interest appeal, which appeared. on the 
• women's pages. Many of these stories were syndicated, 
although a few were of local origine 
This category wae. third ranking on the women's 
pages of the Providence Bulletin, fourth in the Minnea-
polis Tribune, sixth in the Boston Record and the 
Cleveland Press? eighth in the Philadelphia Bulletin and 
the Toledo Blade, and eleventh in the Miami Herald. 
No mention waa made in the 138-Study Summary of 
reader pref'erence for this category of women's news. 
Percentages of women's news space given to news 
stories were= Minneapolis Tribune, 10.1 per cent; Provi-
dence Bulletin, 8.6 per cent; Cleveland Press, 6.5 per 
cent; Philade~phia Bulletin, 6 per cent; Toledo Blade, 
6.9 per cent; Boston Record, 1.5 per cent; and the Miami 
Herald, .08 per cent. 
9. Personal Counseling 
An average of' 5.3 per cent of the woments news 
space was given to personal counseling. 
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Examples of this category include advice columns 
(Dorothy Dbe, for example) and such columns as nHow Can I?t1 
and rrThe Homemaker. u 
This was the f'if'th ranking category on the women's 
pages of the Providence Bulletin, sixth in the Philadel-
phia Bulletin and the Toledo Blade, seventh ll~ the Cleve-
land Pr*'ss and the Minneapolis Tribune, and ninth in the 
,_, 
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Miami Herald and the Boston Record. 
The :percentages of women's news space given to :per-
sonal counseling were: Philadelphia Bulletin, 10.4 :per cent; 
Toledo Blade and Providence Bu~letin, 7.9 per cent; Minne-
apolis Tribune, 5 per cent; Cleveland Press, 4.4 per cent; 
Miami Herald, 2 per cent; and the Boston Record, .004 :per cent. 
10. Beauty 
The tenth ranking category was beauty, with 3.3 :per 
cent of the women's .news s:pc;:tce. None of the women's pages 
studied devoted more than 5.5 per cent of their news space 
to this category, but all devoted some space to.it. Some 
overlapping occurred here, as beauty items were sometimes 
given space in columns treated under other categories •' 
According to the.l38-Study Summary, beauty advice 
was the eighth ranking :preference among· women's page readers. 
ttsecret9 Of Oharmt1 by John Robert Powers was used 
regularly on two of the women's :pages, and similiar columns 
(such as uWby Grow Old?" in the Philadelphia Bulletin1 and 
Cleveland Press) were published on most of the women's pagesv 
Pictures were used occasionally in connection wi·t;h this cate-
gory, which satisfied a pictorial :preference of women. 
The following percentages of women's news space were 
given to this category: Miami Herald, 5.5 per cent; Toledo 
Blade, 4.7 :per cent; Boston Record, 4 per cent; Cleveland 
Press; 3·3 :per cent; Providence Bulletin, 2.1 :per cent; 
• 
Minneapolis Tribune, 2 per cemt; and the :Philadelphia 
Bulletin, 1~9 per cent. 
Health, Teen Age, Child Care, Home Decoration, 
Manners 
These categories received the following average 
percentages of women's news space in the papers studied: 
health, 2.5 per cent; teen age, 2.5 per cent; child care, 
2.43 per cent; home decoration, 1.39 per cent; and 
manners~ .43 per c~nt~ 
None of these categories belong exclusively to 
the traditional women'a interest categories, and they 
were treated in other sections in most of the newspapers. 
Etiquette(manners), which received such a minute 
percentage of space and which was entirely neglected by 
two of the women'$ pages, was the ninth ranking prefer-
ence for women's page items among the women readers, 
according to the 138-Study Summary.· 
Teen age news received 7 per cent of the women's 
news space in the :Philadelphia Bulletin and 5 per cent 
in the Minneapolis Tribune, and health news received 7~1 
per cent of news space on the women's pages of the Toledo 
Blade. None of the other categories received more than 5 
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per cent of news space on any of the women's pages studied. 
In all of t:Q.e cities studied the 15-19 female age 
group formed at 1east 10 per cant of the adult female 
• 
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population. However, the women's pages devoted an average 
o£ only 2.5 per cent of their news space speci£ically to 
teen age news, ana two of the women's pages of£ered no 
news o£ exclusive interest to this group. 
Ohild care news was neglected entirely by one o£ 
the women's pages; health news by one;.and manners, teen 
age, and home decoration, each by two. 
t 
Chapter Five 
Study Of Boston, :Mass., And Women 1 s :Pages 
Of The Boston Record 
Locality: Boston - cultural, industrial, fishing, 
and wholesale center of New England; greatest fish 
~hipping port in the United States; center of the wool 
market and shoe and seafood industry in the U.S.; more 
institutions of higher learning are located here than in 
any other area of comparative size in the U.S.; an At-
lantic port and a center of maritime and fishing 
activities for the North Atlantic states; medical center. 
:Population: 790,863 :for city of Boston in 1950; 
2,350,514 for metropolitan area of 83 cities and towns 
of which Boston is the hub and in which many persons who 
are employed in Boston live; 770,816 for the city in 
1940. The metropolitan female population for 1950 was 
1,216,590, which is 51 per cent of the total population. 
Boston is the sixth largest metropolitan area in the 
United Stat~$ and the second largest area used in this 
-study. The city itself is the tenth largest in the United 
States and the third largest used in this study. 
The Record: a morning newspaper operated by the 
Hearst chain; tabloid; circulation, 400,454; is circu-
lated throughout the Boston metropolitan area; has the 
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second largest circUlation of the newspapers studied. 
Boston Women And Their Relation To The Women's Pages 
Of The Record 
1 .. Employment (See Table 3) 
Boston has the small$st percenta:ge of employed 
women among the seven cities studiedj with 305,595, or 
22 per cent, of the women listed as employed. Domestic ser-
vice is the most popular female occupation. 
Although 98 per cent of the women's news stories 
studied were of presumed interest to unemployed women 1 
only 75 per cent were of presumed interest to employed 
women. However, the women's pages of the Record ranked 
highest of the seven newspapers studied in offering news 
to these two groups. 
29 Marital Status (See Table 2) 
A percentage of 60~9 of the women in this area 
were listed as either married or widowed, which was the 
third lowest figure for thi$ group among the cities stud-
ied. All of the news on the women's pages (100 per cent) 
was .of presumed interest to the married group. 
Sixty-five per cent of all women's page news was 
of presumed interest to the 39 per cent of the women who 
are unmarried. The large number of stories concerned with 
the preparation of family meals is probably the principal 
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reason that the interest rating for this group is so low. 
3. Age Groups (See Table 17) 
The largest female age group in Boston is between 
the ages of 15 and 24; in which are 23 per cent of all 
women above the age o:f 14. This percentage is almost 
evenly divided between the 15-19 age group and the 20-24 
,· 
group. How~ver, only 44 per cent o:f the women's news stories 
are of presumed interest to the teenagers, while 71 per 
cent are of presumed interest to the 20-24 age group. 
While all of the women's pages studied neglected the 
teen age group to some degree, only one neglected them more 
than the Record. This group (15-19) forms 11.5 per cent of 
Boston's adult female population. 
The second largest group in this area is between the 
ages o:f 25 and 34. One fifth of the adult female population 
is in this ten-year catego:ry .. Ninety-eight per cent of the 
women's news page stories are of presumed interest to this 
group~ Slightly smaller (19 per cent of the adult female 
population), the 35 to 44 age group received 95 per cent 
of stories of presumed interest during the period studied. 
Older groups also received adequate news of pre-
sumed interest. Following are the figures for these groups: 
Age 
45-54 
55-64 
65-older 
% of Adult Female Group 
16 
11 .. 9 
11.7 
% of News 
88 
86 
85 
30 
4. Rousing 
The dominant housing unit in the Boston metropolitan 
area was the one-family detached; but housing status was 
not found to be an extractable factor in determining in-
terest on the women's pages~ 
Categories Of Women's News In The Record (See Tables 
1,5,10) 
. Food news received more.space on the Record's 
women's pages than any of the other categories (37 per 
cent). None of the other papers studied devoted as high 
·a percentage of the women's space to any category. The 
average percentage of space given by the seven newspapers 
to food news was 14.6 per cente 
In the preferences shown by women in the Contin-
uing Studies Summary information about woments pages, food 
news was a relatively low preference, being in fifth place~ 
The fact that the Record is one of several newspapers 
serving the Boston area may be a reason for the unbalanced 
amount of space given to certain categories. The Record may 
be attempting to serve a certain type of reader, the home-
maker. 
Fashion news received the second largest percentage 
of space on the Record t s vmmen' s pages ( 30 per cent) • The 
average for this category for the seven papers was 11.8 per 
cent .. 
--
• 
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The puzzles, patterns, and contests category re-
ceived 20 per cent of the women's news space and was third 
in rank among the categories in the Record~ Readership sur-
veys have disclosed that reader participation material is 
popular, and the Record offered more of this participation 
on its women's pages than any of the other papers s~died. 
Home decoration was the fourth ranking category on 
the women's :pages of the Record, receiving seven per cent 
of the news space. Other categories and their percentages 
of news space on the women's pages of the Record were: 
beauty, 4 per cent. society, l per cent. 
news stories, 1.5 per cent. health,less than 1 per cent. 
human interest, less than 1 per cent. 
No space wae given to any of the other categories used in 
this study. 
The Continuing Studies Summary has found that society 
personals are second ranking in readership preference 
among women for women's page items. However, only one per 
cent of the news space on the women's pages of the Record 
was devoted to society news, which was the least amount of 
space given to society among the papers studied. 
Additional Information About Record's Women's Pages 
Women's news in the Record received 7.33 per cent of 
the total neW$ space. This was the smallest percentage of 
s:pac~ devoted to women's news among the papers studied • 
The Record's women's pages contained approximately 
mine per cent of news of nbn7local origin. This included 
two regular King Syndicated features and a small amount of 
news from the International News Service. Only one other 
women's page devoted a small~r percentage of space to 
non-local material. 
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A large amount of food and menu news was used on the 
Record's women's pages. Locai food news (what foods were 
' 
coming to market, etc.) was ~sed, and one regular food 
' 
f.eature during the periclld studied was "Easy Dinner For 
The Working Girl To Prepare. r' 
i 
Many of the feature articles were written by the 
women's page editor, Miss Ruth Mugglesbee. One feature, 
uThe Homemaker," concluded usually with the following 
statement, "We'll gladly tell you where today's 
may "he found if you write or: phone Ruth Mugglesbee, wo-
men's editor." Other regular. features included the Daily 
Wishing Well, Your Personal ~orescope, patterns, and a 
daily quiz. Several pages each Friday were devoted to 
menus and to· shopping hints •: 
.Most of the pictures :on the women's pages of the 
Record were of food, fashions (modeled), or items of house-
hold interest. Pictures of dhildren and babies (first 
:preferences of women, according to the Continuing Studies 
Summary) were not used. 
Chapter Six 
Study Of Cleveland~ Ohio, And Women's Pages 
Of The Cleveland Press 
Locality: Cleveland - located in the industrial 
and commercial center of a metropolitan area that extends 
30 miles East and West along the South shore of Lake Erie; 
industry is based on the production of iron and steel and on 
the precision manufacture and fabrication of articles made 
o~ iron, steel, cooper, brass, and aluminum; location of 
Westinghouse and General Electric plants; center for trans-
portation, commerce, and cUlture. 
Population: 878,336 for the city in 1940; in 1950, 
905,636 for city of Cleveland. and 1,453,556 for the metro-
politan area. In 1940, Cleveland was the fifth largest city 
in the United States; in 1950, it was seventh in size. It is 
the eleventh largest metropolitan area in the U.S. and is 
the second largest city and the third largest metropolitan 
area used in our study·. The female population in 1940 was 
439,990, which was 50 per cent of the population, and which 
~ . .. . 
was the lowest percentage of females to males among the 
cities studied. 
The Press: a Scripps-Howard evening newspaper; 
circulation, 294,747; is the fourth largest in circulation 
among the newspapers studiede 
Cleveland Women Ana Their Relation To The Women's 
Pages Of The Press 
l. Employment (See Table 3) 
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A total of 615,315 women in the Cleveland metropo-
litan area (29.6 per cent) were employed in 1940. This was 
a mean for the seven cities studied. Most of the women were 
employed eith in clerical or sales work(3l,767) or as 
operatives (20,487) •. 
Seventy-four per cent of the stories on the women's 
pagea of the Press were of presumed interest to employed 
womene Only one of the women's pages studied gave less 
news of presumed interest to this employed group. Ninety-
two per cent were of presumed interest to the 70 per cent 
of women who were employed. Although this is·a high per-
centage, all of the other women's pages gave slightly more 
news of presumed interest to women of this status. 
2. Marital Status (See Table 2) 
Cleveland was second from the bottom among the 
cities studied in.the number of women who are either 
married or widowed ( 60. 3 per cent) • However, although a 
large percentage of the women are u_Dffiarried (39.7 per 
cent), only 52 per cent of the women's stories in the 
:Press were of presumed interest to these unmarried women. 
None of the other women's pages gave such a small per-
.. 
centage of interest news to women in this status. (The 
unusually large amount of Parent-Teacher Association 
news may be the principal reason that this figure is so 
low.) 
In the percentage of woments news of.presum.ed 
interest to married women, the Press was ~so low, com-
pared with the other papers. Eighty-nine per cent of the 
women's page news stories were of presumed interest to 
married women~ 
3. Age Groups (See Table 19) 
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Women between the ages of 15 and 24 make up almost 
one-fourth of the adult female population in Cleveland. 
Thirteen per cent of these women are between the ages of 
20 and 24; ll per cent are in the teen age half of this 
category. 
Although this teen age group percentage is smaller 
in four of the cities studied, less news of presumed in-
terest to the teenagers was used on the women's pages of 
the Press than on those of any of the other papers studied. 
However, some news (2.8 per cent of the news space on the 
women's pages) was devoted exclusively to the teenagers. 
(This was above the average). 
Seventy-one per cent of the stories on the women's 
pages were of presumed interest to the 20-24 age group. 
This group received less interest news on only one of 
the other women's pages. 
Ninety-:fou:r per cent o:f the stories were of pre-
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sumed interest to the 23 per cent of the women between the 
-ages of 25 and 34. This was close to an average for this 
group among the papers studied. Ninety-two per cent were of 
interest to the 18 per cent of women between 35 and 44. 
The older groups were somewhat neglected by the 
women's pages of the Press, compared with the other papers 
studied. However, they actually form a small percentage 
of the population in Cleveland. The figures aret 
Age % of 
45-54 
55-64 
65-older 
Adult Female 
17 
10 
7 
4. Housing 
Group % of News 
74 
60 
60 
Housing was not found to be an extractable factor 
in the study of the women's pages of the Press. No stories 
of particular housing interest were used. The dominant 
housing unit in Cleveland is the one-family detached, in 
which 30 per cent of the population lives. 
Categories Of Women's News In The Press (See Tables 
1,5,11) 
Society news received more news space on the women's 
pages of the Press than any other category (22~5 per cent)~ 
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This is the second largest percentage o~ space devoted 
to society by the papers which were studied. 
Club news ranked second, receiving 16.5 per cent 
o~ the women 1 s news space. No other women's page devoted 
such a large percentage of space to club news. Fashion 
news ranked third, with 12.4 per cent, which was also 
above the average for the seven newspapers. 
Food news was in fourth place, with 8.3 per cent, 
which was below the average for the papers. Human interest 
news, ranking ~ifth, received 7.8 per cent of the space. 
Other categories, listed in order of the space 
given to them by the women's pages of the Press, and the 
percentages of space are: 
news stories, 6.5% 
personal counseling, 4.4% 
child care, 4% 
puzzles, patterns, 
contests, 3.3% 
beauty, 3. 3% 
teen age, 2.8% 
other features, 2.2% 
manners , • 00 6% 
health, .002% 
Home decoration did not receive any news space on the 
women's pages during the period -studiede 
A Continuing Studies survey was made of the Press 
on October 10, 1946, and it is interesting to compare the 
women's preferences in Cleveland, as determined by the 
. . 
results of that survey, with what appeared on the women's 
pages during the period o:f this study. 
The highest scoring story~was the.Mary Nolan Food 
.. 
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Column, which was read by 57 per cent of the wo:nen. How-
ever food news was the fourth ranking category during our 
study. nThe Club Circuit, tt a colum__Tl about the city's clubs, 
was read by only ll per cent of the women, but club news 
was high·(second highest) among the categories offered. 
11 Mind Your Manners 11 was read by l5 per cent, but during the 
study manners received less than one per cent o£ the women's 
news space. 
Fifty per cent of the women stated that they read 
the column 11 Hearts And Home, 11 which appeared regularly 
~1ur:ing this study. Local news was strongly £avored (nine to 
one) by the women, and most of the news on the women's 
pages was of local origin. 
Additional Information About The Press' Women's Pages 
The .Press devoted 9.82 per cent of its total news 
space during the period studied to women's news. Only two 
of the papers studied gave a higher percentage of space to 
women's news. Slightly more than 80 per cent o£ the women's 
news appeared on the women's pages. On each Saturday the 
pages were almost exclusively devoted to society news. 
Only about five per cent of the women's news space 
in the Press was devoted to news of non-local origin. More 
space was devoted to non-local news by all of the other 
women's pages. Some of the non-local material was of 
• 
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United :Press origin, and "Secrets Of Charm, 11 by John 
Robert Powers and a short feature, 11 What' s Right, 11 were 
also used. 
The Cleveland is notable for its reader service 
and its distribution of booklets on home and household 
news. 
A large amount of Parent-Teacher Association news 
appeared on the women's pages, and the P.T9A. calendar 
was used frequently. Two local columns, "Hearts .And 
Home" (an advice column) and· ttWhy Grow Old ?tt (beauty), 
appeared regularly, and two others, "The Mothercraft 
Clinic 11 and ttFor Women Only," were run occasionally. 
Society news included personals as well as the 
usual routine type of society news. 
Most of the pictures on the women's pages were of 
fashions, household conveniences (with women demonstrating 
their use), or food. An occasional picture of a baby or 
child (pictorial category prferred by women, according to 
the 138-Study Summary) appeared, and pictures of glamour 
girls (a preference with increasing popularity) appeared 
in the fashion news. 
-- --- -- - - -- --- - - --- - -- - -- - --- - I -- - --- - - - -- -
Chapter Seven 
Study Of Miami, Florida, And The Miami Herald 
Locality: Miami- one of the world's greatest 
winter resort areas; visited each winter by 3,000,000 
persons; tourism is the principal industry; a trans- At-
lantic flight terminal; world's largest base for the over-
haul and maintenance of commercial airc~aft; has recently 
become a center of the fashion design industry; terminal 
for South American commerce; is the southernmost large city 
in the UwS.; is the newest of the cities studied. 
:Population: 172·,172 for the city in 1940; 246,983 
~or the city and 488,689 for the metropolitan area in 1950; 
female population (1940), 87,585, or 51 per cent of the 
total population. llliami is the forty--second largest city 
and the thirty-foua·th largest metropolitan area in the U.S. 
It is the smallest city and the second smallest metropoli-
tan area used in this study. During the. resort season 
(December to April) Miami's population swells, but this 
study was made in i1he fall when these figures were appli-
cable. 
The Herald: a morning newspaper; circulation, 
170,671; has the f:Lfth largest circulation of the news-
papers studied, although it is published in the smallest 
city. 
- - --- - --- - -- ~I - - - - ----- - - - - - - --
· Miami Women And Their Relation To Whe Herald's 
Women's J?ages 
1. Employment (See Table 3) 
4-1 
Miami's metropolitan area tied with Philadelphia 
for the largest percentage of employed women among the 
Qities studied (35 per cent). The number of employed was 
37,329. The percentage is even higher (38.5 per cent) for 
the city of·Miami. The majority are employed in domestic 
o* personal services work. 
The women's pages of the Herald were relatively 
high both in the percentage of stories of presumed in-
terest to employed women (80 per cent) and to the unem-
~loyed group (96 per cent)v Both of these figures were 
near the average for the seven papers. There was no close 
correlation, however, between employment and news of 
interest to employed women .. 
2. Marital Status (See Table 2) 
Miami has the largest number of married or widowed 
women among the cities st~died, with 62.1 per cent listed 
as mArried and 14.1 per cent as widowed, making a total 
of 76.2 per cent. Although the percentage of unmarried 
women is low, the Herald's women's pages had a larger 
percentage of stories of interest to the unmarried women 
than any of the other women 1 s pages studied. Eighty-nine 
per cent of the stories studied were of presumed interest 
---- --- --- - -- - - --
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to this group. 
In comparison, only one per cent more, or 90.per 
cent, of all stories were of presumed interest to the much 
larger married group. 
3. Age Groups (See Table 15) 
The Miami area differs from the other cities studied 
in the"comparative si~e of its age groups. One :fourth o:f 
all adult :females :in. Miami were found· to be between the 
ages of 25 and 34. In o~ly one of the other cities studied 
was this also the :Largest of the ten-year age groups. 
Twenty-one per cent of the women (above the age of 
15) are between the ages of 15 and 24, with the older span 
(.20-24) :forming a slightly larger percentage. 
Although the 20- 2.4 group is relatively small, it 
received a relatively high (only ~~o are higher) percent-
age of women's stories of presun1ed interest (79 per cent). 
Fifty-one per cent of·the women's stories were of presumed 
interest to the teen age group. Three of the women's pages 
studied gave better coverage to this group. 
Eighty-eight P.er cent of the stories were of pre-
sumed interest to the 25-34 age group. All of the other 
women's pages studied gave more attention to them. An 
equal amount of news was of presumed interest to the women 
between the ages of 35 and 44, who form 21 :per cent of the 
- - - --- - ~- ------- - ----- ---- ----'I ---- -- -- --- -
adult female population. 
Figures for the older groups are: 
Age 
45-54 
55-64 
65-older 
% of Adult Female Group 
14 
9 
7 .. 9 
% of News 
84 
80 
74 
4-3 
Although the population figures are small for the 
older groups, a large number of tourists who visit Miami 
belong to these age groups. 
4. Housing 
The domin~nt housing unit in this area is the 
one-family detached dwelling, with large apartment houses 
being in the low minority. However, housing interest was 
not found to be a dominant factor in determining interest 
on· the women's pag«~s. An occasional story was of interest 
to women who have gardens .. 
Categories Of Women's News In The Herald (See Tables 1,5,6) 
A far greatE~r percentage of news space on the 
women's pages of the Herald was devoted to society news 
than in any of the other papers studied. The figure was 36 
per cent, while thE~ average for the papers studied was 15 .. 1 
per cent. Perhaps i;he fact that Miami is a southern city P..nd 
that it is the smallest of the cities studied will give 
reason for the domin@ce of society news. 
According t;o the 138-Study Summary, women gave 
e· 
- --------- ----,1- --- --- -- - , ____ _ 
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second preference to society personals on the women's 
pages, with only ·the advice to. the lovelorn column 
showing a higher average readership. 
Club news i~as in second place, with 16 per cent of 
the women 1 s page :space, which is more than double the 
average for the seven papers. The factors previously 
mentioned (that lVI:iami is a comparatively small southern 
city where some women have more leisure) will probably 
account for this high percentage. Only one other women's 
page gave more attention to club news. 
Thirteen per cent of the news space was devoted 
to food news. Thi::l figure was close to the average for 
the seven nervspapE~rs .. Fashion ranked fourth, receiving 
six per cent of the women 1 s nevvs space, which was below 
the average figu:rE:l. Beauty news was in fifth place, with 
five and a half pE~r cent of the news space. 
The small percentages of space given to these two 
categories (fashion and beauty) may be accounted for by 
the fact that such a large percentage of women are married 
and, perhaps, are not as interested in them. On the other 
hand, Miami's new resort fashion industry might b~ ex-
pected to create more local interest i~ fashion and beauty 
material .. 
Other categories and the percentages of women's 
I ~- - - - -- --- - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - --- - I I - - --- - - - -
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news space given to them in the Herald were: 
Other Features, 5.09% 
Puzzles,patterns, 
contests, 3% 
Health, . 3% 
Home decoration, news 
stories, human interest, 
child care, manners, 
Personal 
counseling, 2% 
teen age, (in that order), 
all less than one per cent. 
Human interest and the puzzles, patterns, and 
contest category were both below the averages for the 
papers studied, and the very small percentages given to 
child care and to teen age news (.02 and .004, respectively) 
' 
were below the averages and below a desirable average. 
Additional Information About The Herald's Women's 
Pages 
Only two of the newspapers. studied gave a lower 
percentage of the total news space to women's news. A 
total of 9.58 per cent of the space was devoted to women's 
news by the Herald. 
Slightly less than 90.per cent of the women's 
page news in the Herald was of local origin. This was 
comparable to the average given to local news and was 
third highest among the papers studied. Syndicated fea-
tures which were identified included A.P., U.P., and 
I.1L.S. 
Some attention was given by the women's. pages to 
the teenagers through an advice column by E,lizabeth Wood-
ward. Mr:s. Eleanor Roosevelt's column, "My Day,n was pub-
lished regularly on the women's pages. Other columns 
-- ------ ----,1- -- --- - --- ---- - -----
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which were run regularly included· "Doctor Bradyn (a 
question and answer column), "Personally Speak:ingn (per-
sonals), and nExperiment Winifred n (a beauty and fashion 
column by Arm Lawrence) • 
Numerous stories were concerned with P.T.A. and 
with cultural activities, and local news was particularly 
concerned with soc:ial ana club activities. Several feature 
stories of national interest (usually syndicated) were used. 
Unimaginative mateJ~ial and sameness often characterized 
these pages~ 
Although a,-large percentage of the women are em-
ployed in domestic service work, no stories were included 
on these pages for this group, with most of the stories 
being of specific :intere-st to the upper classes. The bi-
racial situation in Miami presumably is the reason. The 
women's pages of the Herald published no news of specific 
interest to the Negro women. 
Little reader participation was offered on the 
women's pages. Except for a recipe contest and the question 
and answer column, readers~ are not encouraged to send in 
suggestions or to take a part in their women's pages. 
Most of the pictures were taken at club functions 
or were studio portraits of young women (society pictures). 
No pictures were used of babies or children. 
-- - - - - - - - --, I - - - - - -- - - -
CJ:lapter Eigb.t 
Study Of Minneapolis, Minn., And TJ:le Minneapolis 
Tribune 
Locality~Minneapolis - growing industrial and man-
ufacturing center of the Midwest; hub of tb.e milling in-
dustry; center of a diversified agricultural area; other 
industries include: food products, electrical machinery, and 
thegraphic arts; forms, with its neigb.bor, St. Paul, an 
industrial area in. the northern section of an agricultural 
state; farm· trading center. 
Population: 517,277 for city in 1950, and 1,107,366 
for the metropolitan area; 492,370 for the city in 1940; 
metropolitan female population (1950), 471,451, which was 
51 per cent of the: total population. Minneapolis is the 
fourth largest city used in this study and the seventeenth 
largest in the U. E:. The area is also the fourth larges:t in 
this study and ranks thirteenth in the U~S. 
The Tribune: a morning newspaper; independent; cir-
culation, 185,468; has the second smallest circulation 
among the papers used in this study. 
Mlnneapolis Women And Their Relation To The Women's 
Pages Of The Minneapolis Tribune 
l. Employment (See Table 3) 
Minneapolis has the second smallest percentage of 
employed women among tb.e cities studied, vvith 123,634, or 
~ ~ - ~ -~ ~ --~ - - - - -- - - - -
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27 per cent, of its women employede The ~reat majority of 
these women are employed in clerical or sales work or in 
domestic service. Although the area bas a comparatively 
small percentage of employed women, the Tribune's women's 
pages contained more news which was of presumed interest to 
employed women than any of the other papers studied. 
Eighty-five per cent of the stories were of pre-
sumed interest to employed women, while ninety-six per 
cent were of interest to the 68 per cent of the vvomen -,vho 
are ~employed~ · 
2. Marital Status (See Table 2) 
The Minnea:t>olis area is uniq_ue because of the fact 
that more of its women over the age of 14 are unmarried 
than are married. This situation was not found in any of 
the other cities studied. Forty-seven per cent are married. 
Although the married women are in the minority, a 
slightly larger per cent of ·r.,romen's news stories(all 
women's page items) were of presumed interest to this 
group. Eighty-four per cent were of interest to the un-
married women and 92 per cent to the married group. How-
ever only one of the other papers gave more interest news 
to women in this often-neglected unmarried group. 
3- Age Groups (See Table 16) 
As in most of the cities studied, the dominant age 
group is between the ages of 15 and 24. Twenty-two per cent 
- - I - -
- --- - -- - --- I I - - - - - - -
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of all women above the age of 14- are between these ages, 
with the younger half(l5-l9) composing 10 per cent of the 
adult female group. 
Seventy-three per cent of all women's news stories 
were of presumed interest to the teenagers, who were not 
given as much news of interest in any of the other papers 
studied. The 20-24 age group received 80 per cent of items 
of presumed interest. Only one other of the women's pages 
studied offered more material of interest to this group. 
Twenty-one per cent of the women are between the 
ages of 25 and 34,, and 92 per cent of the stories were of 
presumed interest :to this group. The 19 :per cent of the 
v-vomen who are between ·the ages of 35 and 44 were given an 
equal percentage of interest items .. 
None of the. age groups vvas neglected, and interest 
nevvs showed a relationship to the percentage of women in 
each group. Figures for the other groups are: 
Age 
45-54 
55-64 
65-older 
% of Adult Female 
17 
10 
9 
4. Housing 
Group % of Interest Items 
88 
83 
82 
The dominant housing unit in this area was the 
one-family detached,· with more than one-half of the 
dwelling units being of this type. However, few stories on 
the women's pages were of particular housing interest. 
- - - -- -- - -- - I I - - -- - - --- - - - -
Categories Of Women's News In The Tribune 
(See Tables 1,5,13) 
More of the.space on the women's pages of the Tri-
bune was givento other features (special columns, etc.) 
than to any other eategory. Examples of these features 
were the regular music and art columns and the daily, and 
lengthy, column, ''G-oing To Have A Baby. 11 The percentage 
for this category WR.S far above the average for the papers. 
Society was given 17 per cent of the apace on the 
women's pages and was.the second ranking category. This 
percentage was com:parable with the average. Society per-
sonals ranked second as a women's page preference, 
according to the 1:58-Study Summary. 
l 
Food news r:;mked third, receiving 10.2 per cent of 
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the space given to·women's news, which was slightly less 
than the average for the seven newspapers. The fourth 
ranking category was news stories (10.1 per cent of the 
space), and in fifth place was human interest (9.8 per cent)~ 
Teen age news was tied for sixth place, with five 
per cent of ·the 1rvomen 1 s news space. Only one other women's 
page devoted a higher percentage of space to this cate-
gory, and the average space given to news for the teen~gers 
was only 2.5 per cent. Personal counseling news also was 
in the sixth ranking .place. The ·Tribune's percentage and 
the average .for the seven papers were the same for the per-
sonal counseling category. 
' 
- l - ~ ~ - - - - - -- -~ 
- -~-- -~ - ~ - - -- - -- - ~ -~ ~~ --- --- --- -II 
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Other categories found on the women's pages of the 
Tribune and the pe'rcentages of space given to them were: 
fashion, :4 per cent 
health, 3 per cent 
child care, 2 per.cent 
beauty, 2 per cent 
clubs, 2 per cent 
home decoration; 
puzzles, patterns, 
contests; manners, 
all less than one 
per cent 
The percentage for club news was below the aver-
age (7.2 per cent) and was low, considering the number of 
women who are·affliated with clubs. The percentages given to 
fashion and to beauty news were also below the averages 
for the papers studied. In an area in which so many women 
are unmarried and in which the largest age group is be-
tween 15 and 24, i:t appears that these two categories 
have been neglecte·d. 
Additional Information About The Tribune's 
Women's Pages 
Of the seven news papers studied, the Tri.bune 
gave the largest percentage of total news space to women's 
news (10.5 per cent or.slightly more than one-tenth). 
The Tribune1' s women's }.)ages· had. the largest per-
centage of non-loeal news of any of the newspapers 
studied. Approxime.tely 36 per cent of the news was of 
non-local origin .. This included stories of Associated 
Press and United 1Tess origin. 
The aforementioned daily coltUDil, "About People, 11 
BOSTON UNJVEF~SITY 
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included items about dinner parties, visitors to the city, 
and other society news not included in the society section 
of the woments pages. On each Monday a column, 11 Around The 
Block,n gave the results of interviews with housewives in 
a particular block. A wee1cly column encouraged housewives 
to submit saving io.eas, for which payment was made. 
On SaturdaYEI the school lunch menus for the 
following week were listed, and corresponding supper 
menus were includect. Human interest features were used 
freq_uently, varying from an article about Janet Blair when 
the play 11 South J?aeif:Lc 11 when .in Minneapolis to an inter-
view story about a young Norweigian who was visiting the 
United States. ~TeWf3 of musical· events appeared f'requently. 
Other regular columns during the period studied were: 
"Going To Have A Baby 11 by Anna Roosevelt and Dr. Leo Doyle; 
11 Secrets Of Charmn by John Robert J?owers; and Mary· 
Haworth's advice column. 
Most of the: pict1..rres on the women 1 s pages were of 
the human interest or society category. According to the 
138-Study Summary,. human interest held a high preference 
among women. :Pictu:res o:f. babies and children, v-Jhich ranked 
first in appeal to women according to the Summary, were 
seldom used. Pictures of models were used frequently, satis-
fying the appeal for pictures of glamour girls. 
Chapter Nine 
Study Of' The :Philadelphia Metropolitan Area And The 
:Philadelphia Evening Bulletin 
Locality: :Philadelphia - center of' a tri-state 
metropolitan area; manufacturing center; a Delaware River 
port; home of' several large educational institutions; a 
city of great historicalinterest, where both the Articles 
of Confederation and the Declaration of Independence were 
drawn up; the original capital of the U.S.; trading center. 
:Population: 1,931,334 in 1940 and 2,064,794 for the 
city in 1950; 3,201,886 f'or metropolitan area in 1950; third 
largest city in the U.S~ and the fourth largest metropolitan 
area in the country; is the largest city used in this study; 
female population f'or the metropolitan a:rea(l950), 
1,758,804, or 54 per cent of the population; female per-
centage of the popu.1ation is highest in :Philadelphia of' 
the seven areas studied. 
The Bulletin: an evening newspaper with a Sunday 
edition; circulation, 711,013, which is, by f'ar, the largest 
circulation of the seven newspapers studied. 
Philadelphia Women And Their Re~ation To The 
Women's :Pages Of The Bulletin 
l.,Employment (See Table 3) 
Thirty-five per cent (615,081) of the women in the 
Philadelphia metropolitan area are employed, the majority 
• 
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being employed in clerical.and sales work. Only one of the 
other areas studied had as high a percentage of employed 
women. Likewise, only one of the other papers offered a 
larger percentage of women's page stories of presumed in-
terest to employed women. Eighty-one per cent of the items 
on the women's pages of the Bulletin were determined to be 
•. 
of interest to them. 
Ninety-seven per cent of the stories were of pre-
sumed interest to the 65 per cent of women in the Phila-
delphia area who are not employed. This large percentage was 
exceeded by only one of the other women's pages studied. 
2. NJarita.l Status (See .Table 2) 
Philadelphia has a large percentage of married or 
widowed women ( 6~. 4 per cent) • ·.·Two of the areas studied 
have higher percentages in.this status. The woments pages 
of the Bulletin gave a presumed interest percentage of 97 
to this group. The high percentage of food news may be a 
reason for this. high percentage. 
Seventy-two per cent of the wonien 1 s page stories 
were of presumed interest to the 30.6 per cent of the women 
who are unmarried. Three of the seven women's pages studied 
gave larger percentages of interest news to women in this 
status. 
3. Age Groups (See Table 13) 
In only one of the other cities studied was a larger 
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percentage of women in the 25 to 34 age group than in the 
15 to 24 group. Nineteen per cent of the Philadelphia 
women (15 and older) are between the ages of 15 and 24; 
' 
22 per cent are in the 25 to 34 group. 
Although the latter group received 98 per cent of 
\ 
stories on the women's pages·which were of presumed in-
terest (which was the. largest percentage given to them by 
any of·the papers studied), the younger group (15-24) was 
neglected. 
Sixty-nine per cent of the items were of presumed 
interest to the nine per cent of women who are between the 
ages of 20'and 24~ Only 40 per cent were of presumed in-
terest to the 15-19 age group. However, these figures may 
be offset by the fact .. that seven per cent of all news used 
on the women's pages was devoted exclusively to teenagers. 
None of the other women's pages gave as high a percentage 
exclusively to this group. 
Ninety-five per cent of the stories were of presumed 
interest to the 18 per cent of women between the ages of 
35 and 44. Figures and percentages for the other groups are: 
Age 
45-54 
55-64 
65-older 
% of Women's Group 
17 
10 
10 
4. Housing 
% of Interest Items 
88 
86 
85 
As in most of the cities studied, the dominant 
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housing unit in Philadelphia houses only one family. How-
ever, housing interest was not found to be an extractable 
factor on the Bulletin's women's pages. An occasional column 
featuring gardens ("Your Garden 11 ) was used. 
Categories Of Women's News In ~he Bulletin 
(See Tables 1,5,7) 
Other features, a category which included special 
columns and stories not classifiable in other categories, 
received more news space on the Bulletin's women's pe~es 
than any other category. It was given 25 per cent of the 
space~ These features included the columna 11Capital Chatn 
and nyour Garden 11 and.some feature stories. 
Food was the second ranking category on these pages. 
The 14 per cent of the news space given to food news corres-
ponded with the average for the category. Society was third 
ranking, with 13 per cent of the news space. In fourth place 
was human interest, with 12 per cent of the woments news 
space, followed by fashion, with 10.7 per cent. Both per-
centages were near the averages for the seven newspapers. 
A larger percentage of space was devoted to personal 
counseling (10.4 per cent), which was sixth rarucing, and to 
teen age news (7 per cent), which was eighth ranking, by the 
women's pages of the Bulletin than by those of any of the 
other women's pages studied. The news stories category was 
in seventh place, with nine per cent of the news space. 
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Other categories, listed in order of the per-
centages of news space given to them, were: 
puzzles, patterns, 
contests, 3.6 per cent 
clubs, 3. 2 per cent 
child care, 2~7 per cent 
health, 2.1 per cent 
beauty, 1.9 per cent 
home decoration and 
manners, both less 
.than one per cent 
Of the categories listed above, club news was the 
most neglected category, according to the average for the 
seven papers. 
Additional Information About The Bulletin's 
Women's Pages 
MOre than one tenth (10.4 per cent) of the news 
space of the Bulletin was devoted to women's news. Only 
one of the other :papers studied gave women's news a higher 
percentage of space. 
The Bulletin's women's pages were second highest, 
among the papers studied, in the percentage of women's 
news devoted to non-local material. Slightly more than 
20 per cent of the material was of non-local origin. 
This non-local news included a regular column, 
ncapital Chat, tt by Dorothy McCaudle, a Bulletin corres-
pondent who has her office in Washington. The majority 
of the food news was also of non-local origin. 
Columns published on Thursday evenings, the day on 
which more space than usual was devoted to women's news, 
included: uParty Time In Hollywood, 11 nwomen In The Food 
Industry," and. nJust My Dish, u an interview feature with 
local women. Cooking features appeared. frequently. 
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''Evening Chat, n a society column which was not 
usually published. on the women's pages, included. a few 
personals, some club news, and., in general, all of.the 
society news that was used. in the Bulletin. Occasional 
features about the United lifations Organization ap::_1eared, 
and. some irrelevant material (that is, news not related to 
the women's page) was used.. 
Regular colunms, in addition to those previously 
mentioned., included.: Dorothy Dix 1 s Advice To The Lovelorn 
(which was first among women's preferences, as determined 
by the 138-Stud.y Summary), 11Points For Parentsn by Edyth 
Wallace, ''Why Grow Old 11 by Joseph Lowman, and "Growing Uptt 
by Lettice Streatt. A blanket column was used for club 
activities, which was probably the reason for the small 
percentage of space devoted to club news. 
While most of the uictures on the Bulletin's 
. "' 
women's pages were in the food. or fashion categories, 
pictures of models were used occasionally, particularly 
in reference to the beauty category (exercises, mruceup, 
etc.). According to the 138-Study Summary, women preferred 
pictures of babies and. children, and. the women's pages of 
the Bulletin made better use of these pictures than any of 
the other women's pages studied. 
·--
Chapter Ten 
Study 0~ Providence, Rhode Island, And 
The Providence Bulletin 
Locality: Providence - located on.Narragansett 
Bay, a ~ew miles ~rom the Atlantic Ocean; a center o~ 
small industries, including woolen and worsted manu-
~acturing, textiles, and jewelry; location of several 
wharves; marked by seasonal employment, especially among 
women; capital o~ Rhode Island and center o~ the state's 
activities; a~ old city which has shown no recent growth. 
Population: 247,700 ~or the city in 1950 and 
253,504 in 1940 (is the only one of the cities studied 
which showed a population decline); 711,500 ~or the metro-
politan area (1950); ~emale population ~or the metropolitan 
area, 363,612, which is 51 per cent o~ the population. 
Providence is ~ortieth in order o~ size among U.S. cities. 
and was the se.cond smallest city used in this study. 
The Bulletin: Providence's evening newspaper; in-
dependent; circulation, 139,855; published by the publishers 
o~ the morning newspaper, the Journal (the two are mono-
poly :papers in Providence). The Bulletin haa the smallest 
circulation of the newspapers studied. 
Providence Women And Their Relation To The 
Women's Pages 0~ The Bulletin 
1. Employment (See Table 3) 
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Providence ranked third among the cities studied 
for the percentage of employed women. A total of 101,626, 
or 34.7 per cent of the women in the area, are in the labor 
force. This was only slightly below the 35 per cent of em-
nloved women in Philadelphia and Miami. 
- u 
The women's pages of the Bulletin devoted 81 per 
cent of the stories during the period studied to the pre-
sumed interest of the employed women. Only one newspaper 
gave more attention to this group on its women's pages. 
The Bulletin of'fered 94 per cent of women's news items to 
the presumed interest of unemployed women, which was 
slightly less than those offered by most of the women's 
pages. However, these figures show a balance between the 
interest news of'f'ered to the employed and unemployed groups. 
2. Marital Status (See Table 2) 
Providence is also a comparatively average city, 
within the group studied, i.li the number of' married women, 
with 62.8 per cent of the women in this area belonging' 
to this status group. Three of the cities studied have 
smaller and three have larger percentages :in this status. 
Eighty-nine per cent of the women's page stories in 
the Bulletin were of presumed interest to the married women. 
All except one of the other papers gave a larger percentage 
of interest news to this group, but the group was not 
p;= .. _. 
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neglected, since nine o£ each ten stories were o£ presumed 
interest. Seventy-nine o£ the stories were o£ presumed 
interest to the unmarried women. Only two other women's 
pages gave more attention to this group. 
3. Age Groups (See Table 18) 
Figures £or the age group group divisions are 
comparable, and are almost identical in some cases, with 
those £or the other cities studied. As in most o£ the 
cities, the largest group is between the ages o£ 15 and 
24 (21 per cent). The 15-19-group is one per cent larger 
than the older hal£ o£ this group. 
Only one o£ the other papers studied gave more news 
o£ presumed interest to the teenagers on its women's pages. 
In the Bulletin 69 per cent held presumed interest to this 
group, while 71 per cent o£ the women's news stories were 
o£ presumed interest to the 20-24 group. 
One £i£th o£ the women (15 years and older) are be-
tween the ages o£ 25 and 34, and 93 per cent o£ the news 
stories were o£ presumed interest to these women. The 
latter percentage compares favorably with other women's 
:pages. 
The women's pages o£ the Bulletin di££ered £rom those 
o£ the other newspapers in offering more interest news to 
the 35 to 44 age group than to the younger groups. Ninety-
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six per cent of the stories were of presumed interest 
to this group, which forms 19 per cent o:f the adult 
female population. 
Figures and percentages for the other groups are: 
Age 
45-54 
55-64 
65-older 
% of Adult Female Group 
17 
ll 
10 
% of News Stories 
93 
95 
96 
The older groups received more presumed interest 
news stories on the women's pages of the Bulletin than 
on those of any o£ the other newspapers studied. In the 
other papers more interest news was given to the 25-34 
age group rather than to the older groups. , 
4. Housing 
Providence differs from the other cities in its 
housing conditions. The three-family dwelling unit is 
dominant, with the two-family unit being second. (In most 
of the cities the one family unit was dominant). However, 
housing interest was found to be incapable of isolation in 
determining the interest ratings of stories on the 
women's pages of the Bulletin. 
Categories Of Women's News In The Bulletin (See Tables 
1,5,8) 
Human interest news received the largest percentage 
of newe space (33 per cent) on the Bulletin's women's 
pages. This was far greater than the average of 9.66 per 
cent for the seven papers studied and than the percentage 
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given to this category by any other women's page. Numerous 
human interest pictures, as well as stories, accounted for 
this large percentage. 
Fashion news was second, receiving approximately 
nine per cent of the news space, which was near the average 
for the papers studied. In third place was the news stories 
category, with 8.6 per cent of the women's news space, and 
in fourth place was food news, with 8.5 per cent. Only one 
of the other papers studied gave a lower p:ercentage of 
women's news space to :food news. 
Personal counseling received approximately eight· per 
cent of the women's news space, and the category o:f other 
:features received 793 per cent. Other categories and the 
percentages of women's news space given to them are: 
puzzles, patterns, 
contests, 5.7 per cent 
society, 6.6 per cent 
child oare, 2.9 per cent 
• 
beauty, 2.1 per cent 
clubs, 1.8 per cent 
The percentages for society and :for. club news were below 
the percentages o:f space given to them by most of the papers. 
A Continuing Studies survey was conducted in Provi~ 
dence on Nov. 12, 1942. Women were asked which stories they 
had read on the women's pages o:f the Bulletin on that day. 
Society news was highest scoring, having been read by 
40 per cent o:f the women, and patterns were second, having 
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been studied by 36 per cent of the women. Child care was 
in third place ( 30 per cent). The women 1 s page feature' 
story which was most frequently ·read was read by only 22 
per cent of the women, and non-"-local feature stories were 
read by 20 and 18 per cent of the women. 
However, both patt.erns and child care received 
far lesser percentages of space·than the human interest 
features during the period studied. 
Pictures were preferred to the printed material, 
having been remembered by 65 and 77 per cent of the women. 
In an earlier Continuing Studies survey made of the Bulletin 
(June 19, 1941), one picture (of a retiring teacher) was re-
membered by 82 per cent of the women. 
The categories of teen age news, home decoration, 
health, and manners received no news space on the Bulletin's 
women's pages. Attention was given to home decoration on 
the pages of the Sunday .Journal, and a daily health 
column appeared in another section of the newspaper. 
Additional Information About The Bulletin's Women's 
Pages 
The percentage of space given by the Bulletin to 
its women's news (9.5 per cent) was close to an average for 
the newspapers studied. 
Eighty-nine per cent of the women's page news was 
of local origin, which was near the average for the papers 
' 
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studied. Most o~ this non-local material included 
syndicated columns by such persons as Angelo Patri and 
Thomas Mario. Some coverage o~ Washington news o~ in-
terest to women was included on the women's pages. 
Regular ~eatures and columns on the Bulletin's 
women's pages included: nFour Star Food Beys, n t'Ki tchen 
Talk, 11 tt Advice To The Lovelorn, 11 and Thomas Mario's 
' 
"What's Cooking.rr.society news included stories ·o:f 
weddings and engagements and personals. 
Although excellent coverage was given to non-local 
news, local angles 0~ this news were seldom used. Excep~ 
tions occurred when nationally~known women visited 
Providence, at which time story and pictorial coverage 
was given. 
Chapter Eleven 
Study Of Toledo, Ohio, Arid The Toledo 
Blade 
Locality: Toledo - a shipping center located on 
the south shore of Lake Erie, west of Cleveland; center 
of the glass industry; electrical and machinery manu-
facturing as well as other diversified manufacturing; 
some automobile industry; flour and feed mills; railroad 
center. 
Population: 341,663 for the metropolitan area and 
282,349 for the city in 1940; 301,358 for city and 
392,626 for area in 1950; female population for the 
area (1940), 171,758, or slightly less than 51 per cent. 
Toledo had the second smallest percentage of women to 
men of the areas studied.· The Toledo area was forty-third 
in size in the U.Se and.was the smallest area studied. The 
city was the third smallest one in this study. 
The Blade: an evening newspaper which has a Sunday 
edition; independent; smallest in number of pages of the 
papers studied; has the third smallest circulation 
(186,970) of those studied. 
Toledo Women And Their Relation To 
The Women's Pages Of The Blade 
1·. Employment (See Table 3) 
Toledo ha$ the third smallest percentage o£ em-
ployed women among the cities studied (87,477 or 27.5 
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per cent). 
The Blade offered the smallest percentage of 
women's news stories· of presumed interest to employed 
women of'the cities studied (71 per cent). Although the 
correlation was not perfect, in view of the small per-
centage of employed women, th~s :figure does not signify 
a real ·neglect of the group .. The:nmemployed women were 
·given 97 per cent of women's page stories of presumed in-
terest. (Only one otl;ler women's page had a higher percent-
. ' ~ 
age.) . 
2. Marital Status (See Table 2) 
Toledo's female_populatiqn includes 60.9 per cent 
who are ma.r:t:-ied and 11.7 per cent who are widowed, giving 
a total of 72.6 per cent to this status. Toledo ranks 
second highest among the cities studied in the percentage 
of women in this group. 
All of the women's stories (100 per cent) were of 
presumed interest to married women. However, only 68 per 
cent were of presumed interest to unmarried women, who in-
elude more ~han one-fourth of the women in Toledo. Two of' 
the seven papers provided less interest news for unmarried 
women. Only one other papers provided ·as much interest news 
:for the married women. 
3. · Age Groups (See Table 14) 
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The largest ten-year female age group in Toledo is 
between the ages of 15 and 24 (21.9·per cent of the adult 
female population)_ The percentage is almost identical for 
the two halves (15-19 and 20-24) of this group, but a far 
larger percentage of the .women's page stories were of pre-
sumed interest to the older half. Eighty-three per cent 
were of presumed interest to the 20-24 group (which was not 
as well treated by any of the other women's pages), but 
only 52 per cent were of interest to the teenagers. How-
ever, only two of the women's p~ges studied gave a higher 
pErcentage of interest stories to the teen age group. 
Ninety-eight per cent of the women's page stories 
were· of presumed·. interest to the 20.9 per cent of Toledo's 
women who are between the ages of 25 and 34. (:None o:f the 
papers gave a h:igher percentage to this group.) Ninety-seven 
per cent of.the stories had a presumed interest for the 19 
per cent of the women between 35 and 44 years. This was the 
highest percentage of interest news given to this group 
by any of the papers. 
The older groups also received comparatively high 
percentages. o:f interest:,news. The :figures are: 
Age 
45-54 
55-64 
65-older 
%of Adult Female Group 
16 
11 
9· 
% o:f Stories 
90 
83 
83 
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4. Housing 
The one family detached housing unit predominates 
in Toledo more than in any of' the other cities studied. 
However, the women's pages of' the Blade offered f'ew 
· stories of' housing or gardening interest. 
Categories Of' Women's News In The Blade (See Tables 
1,5,9) 
Food news received the highest percentage of' women's 
news space among the categories on the women's pages o:f the 
Blade. However, this percentage was only 11.8 per cent, 
which was below the average of' 14.6 for the papers studied. 
Food news was a relatively low preference among women, 
according to the 138- Continuing Studies Summary in which 
it ranked fifth as a women's page preference. 
Club news was the second ranking category, re-
ceiving 11.1 per cent of the Blade's women's news space, 
which was above the average for the papers studied. 
Society ranked third, and was slightly below the average 
for the papers, with 10 per cent.-
The puzzles, patterns, and contests category was 
in fourth ranking place, receiving 8.9 per cent of the 
women's news space, and in fifth place was the other fea-
tures category, with 8.6 per cent. 
Other categories and the percentages of' women's 
news space which they received in the Blade are: 
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7.9 per cent human interest, 5 personal counsellng, 
health, 7.1 per cent · per cent 
news stories, 
fashion, 
6.9 per cent child care, 4e9 per cent 
6.2 per cent beaut , 4.7 per cent 
manners, 3 per cent 
teen age, 2.8 per cent 
home decoration, 2.5 per cent 
Fashion news was noticeably below the average, which 
was 11.8 per cent. The human interest category was also below 
the average for the seven papers, while the health category 
was above the average. 
The Blade's women's pages differed from the others 
which were studied, with no category b'eing neglected or 
receiving a high percentage of news space. 
Additional Information About Women's Pages Of' The 
Blade 
Women's news received approximately 7.8 per cent 
of' the total news space in the Blade. Only one of the other 
papers studied devoted less news space to women. 
Slightly more than 80 per cent of' the Blade's women's 
news space was devoted to local news. TVvo of' the other 
women's pages had a lower percentage of local news. The 
non-local items included columns and syndicated features, 
the source of' which was seldom given. 
The only reader participation offered by the Blade's 
women's pages was a column, "How O.an I?, n which included 
questions and answers about household problems. 
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Regular columns included~ HPersonal Slant" by Kay 
Quealy, "Child Culture," Emily Post's column, and Mary 
Haworth's advice column. A regular club calendar was 
published as well as other club news. Society news in-
cluded wedding and engagement stories, party write-ups, 
etc., but personals were not used. 
Some women's news appeared in the four-page peach 
section of the Blade. Only an occasional feature with human 
interest appeal was used on the wo~en's pages. 
Most of the pictures were used in connection with 
society news (wedding and engagement pictures). Although 
the women's pages neglected the type of picture which 
women said that they preferred, according to the 138"-
Study Summary (babies and children) , these pictures did 
receive a considerable amount of pictorial space in the 
peach section. Pictures of glamour girls (second most 
preferred by women) were s·eldom used. 
Chapter Twelve 
Conclusions 
Certain facts, derived from the studies made of the 
seven newspapers (Miami Herald, Philadelphia Evening Bulle-
tin, Providence Bulletin, Cleveland Press, Toledo Blade, 
Minneapolis Tribune, and Boston Record) seem to be indicated 
regarding the women's page today. Since seven women's pages 
form a small percentage of the total number of women's 
pages, these facts can not be accepted as absolute, but, 
instead, as.general indications. 
Although some theories concerning women's news have 
been supported by this objective study, other theories were· 
found to have no foundation. 
Findings of the study indicate the following facts: 
1. Approximately between seven and ten per cent of 
the total news space of the newspapers was devoted to women's 
news (Table l) • 
2. Women's page editors devoted averages varying 
from 65 to 95 per cent of the news space to news of local 
origin, with most devoting between 80 and 90 per cent of the 
space to local news. Non-local news received most of its 
space as syndicated columns (Table 4). 
3. Each of the women's pages, except one, devoted more 
,~.,:;:..:-
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than one-fifth of the news space to one of the categories. 
The nature of this category differed among the papers, but 
the large percentage of news space devoted to it usually 
meant a neglect of some of the. other categories (Tables 
l, 6-12). 
-4. The category of society, although receiving the 
largest average percentage of women's news space of the cat-
egories, was not predominantly important on the women's 
pages as a whole. Only one women's page devoted more than 
23 per cent of the news space to society news, and the aver-
age percentage of space devoted to it was 15.1 per cent. 
Contrary to some theories, the women's page is not merely. 
the society page, and all of the women's pages offered ex-
tensive coverage of categories not connected with society 
(Tables 1, 5). 
5. Although the interests of the female population 
have changed, as well as the status of women, in the past 
several decades, the first two average ranking categories 
were those of traditional interest to women. Society was 
first ranking, followed by food, which had an average of 
one-half of one per cent less (Table 5). 
6. The areas studied were urban, where women are ex-
posed to diversified clubs and other such interests, but the 
categories of club news and news stories were only sixth 
and eighth ranking respectively. Each received an average 
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of less than eight per cent of the women's news space 
(Table 5). 
7. W'omen' s news partiality toward the unemployed 
woman was apparent but not exceptionally great, in con-
sideration of the larg~r size of the unemployed group. An 
average of 79 per oent of the news stories were of presumed 
interest to employed women, while 95 per cent were of in-
terest to unemployed women. A neglect was found in the pre-
sentation of news of particular interest to certain employ-
ment groups, such as those women in industry or in domestic 
service (Table 3). 
8. ,: :Neglect was apparent in the presentation of 
women's news of interest to unmarried women. An average of 
72 per cent of the stories were of presumed interest to 
unmarried women, while 94 per cent were of presumed inter-
est to married women (Table 2). 
9. The most neglected group in the presentation of 
presumed interest news were the teenagers. News of interest 
to those between the ages of 15 and 19 years ranged from 
42 to 73 per cent of the stories, with an average of only 
54 per cent of presumed interest to this group. News of 
exclusive interest to this group, in which the habit of 
newspaper reading is formed, averaged only 2.5 per cent of 
women's news space (Tables 5, 13-19). 
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10. Some neglect was :found in the presentation o:f 
presumed interest interest news to the 20-24 age group, but 
other age groups· received adequate interest news in relation 
to their respective percentages o:f the :female population. The 
group receiving most news o:f presumed interest was the 25-34 
age group, :followed closely by the 35-44 group {Tables 13-19). 
11. What women say that they prefer to read on the 
women's pages, according to the 138-Study Summary o:f the Ad-
vertising Research Foundation, had some correlation with what 
appeared on the women's pages studied. An exception was the 
emphasis of :food news on,several o:f the women's pages, as 
food news did not rank high as a preference. 
12. Pictorial preferences, according to the 138-Study 
Summary, were not generally too well satisfied on the women's 
pages studied.· 
Summarizing, it may be stated that, although ~any 
women now have an established place in the world o:f business 
and politics, the women's page is still devoted primarily to 
the interests o:f the homemaker and, more especially, to the 
one with young children. 
Although the pages studied show the result of some 
planning, originality, and :a'!J;tf;'$3illl?'~ to appeal to the women o:f 
the community, one :fallacy o:f most of the pages may be stated 
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in the words of the Nieman Fellows: 
"When a really good story breaks in homemaking or 
some other feminine field, editors are likely to 
take it o:f:f the women's ·page and assign it 'to a 
general :p.ews reporter, with consequent demorali-
zation of the women t s page staf'f. "1 , 
This study has indicated a need f9r more study and 
research into the women's page f'ield, considering other 
factors of. the female population and perhaps using reader-
ship surveys. The field of the women t s page has been neg-
lected as a fie'ld :for scientific study. 
However, the value of the study appears to be.in 
the interpretation that will be made of it by all women's 
page editors, the application that the individual editors 
of the seven women's pages will make of the facts relating 
to their pages, and the suggestion of new avenues of study 
in the field. 
1. Nieman Fellows, Your Newspaper, ·page 124. 
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Typography And Makeup 
(This is a subjective :portion of' the conclusions which has 
been included for the value that it may offer to women's 
:page editors. It must necessarily be considered as subjective 
because it involves opinion rather than facts derived from 
research.) 
1. Boston Record 
Since the Record is a tabloid, the news s:paGe was 
relatively small. Pictures appearing on the women's pages 
were in keeping with this type of newspaper. Layouts were 
usually excellent, although the pictorial typography was 
:poor and food pictures were not particularly effective. 
Because of the large percentage of advertisements 
and the small size of' the pages, the ma~eup was often too 
crowded for effective presentation. The makeup compared 
favorably with that of' the other women's pages, although it 
was conservative and marked by too little originality and 
variation, particularly in the headlines* 
The body type of the Preea' women's pages was easily 
readable, and the headlines were well-ohosan, clever, and 
varied(both type faces and sizes). Informal balance was used 
in the makeup, and column rules were omitted. No long columns 
of' type were used, and readability was further improved by 
the frequent use of bylines. 
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Picture spreads were usually well-coordinated, with 
one column pictur~s at a minimun. Sketches were also super-
ior to those used by the other'women 1 s pages. However, the 
typography of the pictures was ·sometimes poor, not justi-
fying the originality which had been used. 
3. Miami Herald 
Experimentation ana some originality was found on 
the Herald's women's pages, with the use of an informal 
balance which gave a readable appearance to the pagese 
Headline type sizes and faces were varied, and news heads 
were used on such columns as ''My Day, " giving an original 
appeal to the pages. 
The women's editor should be commended for her use 
of semi-box and insert heads and for the sub-heads which 
were used on the columns. Varying light and dark face head-
lines were used, and column rules were removed, with dashes 
separating the stories. Only an abundance of advertisements 
on some of the pages detracted from the makeup. 
Effective pictorial presentation resulted from the 
varying of picture sizes, but the frequent grouping together 
of pictures of brides detracted from the appearance of the 
pages. Mru1y of the group pictures (club functions, etc.) were 
not printed clearly enough to offer appeal. 
4. Minneapolis Tribune 
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The women's pages o~ the Tribune were lavish in 
their use o~ pictures, but little originality was ~ound 
in the layout presentations~ The body type faces were the 
same as those used in other sections ·of the newspaper, but 
the headlines were lighter and were often so small that the 
emphasis of the page could not be found. Little variation 
and originality was found in the makeup or in the sizes 
or faces of the headlines. 
No bold face type was used to break the typographi-
cal sameness or to direct the eye to certain stories. The 
balance on the pages was generally informal. 
5. Philadelphia Bulletin 
Large amounts of unbroken printed ma4erial created 
unappealing women 1 s pages in many editions of the Bulletin. 
The type appear.ed crowded, run-overs were difficult to 
follow, and the headlines were too small, with little vari-
ation. Typographical emphasis was not given to the more 
important stories on the pages. 
Because of the,lack of headline emphasis and of 
bold type to 11 break up 11 the pages, the number of readers 
of the Bulletin's women's .pages may be smaller than the ex-
cellent news coverage would indicate that it should be. 
Pictures and sketches did not generally appear 
clear, and the layouts and pictures (particularly of food) 
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lacked originality and effectiveness. 
6. Providence Bulletin 
A rather formal type of bal,ance was used on the wo~ 
meh's pages of the Bulletin, with sup~rior makeup and 
typography creating easily readable pages. The faces and 
sizes of headline type were varied throughout the page, 
with some bold face type being used in important nevvs :fea-
tures. Particularly clever headlines were used for fashion 
stories. Picture layouts were also above average. 
However, a lack of variation on the women's pages 
detracted from the excellence. The makeup·was seldom var-
ied, with the headlines and story placement remaining the 
same, day after day. Although the reader was assisted in 
recognizing her favorite features, the pages lost their 
freshness. The headlihes on the women's pages did not usu-
ally vary from those in other sections of the newspaper. 
7. Toledo Blade 
The ~romen's pages of the Blade were distinguished 
from other pages of the newspaper. by the use of different 
headlines, which were more feminine in· appearance. The 
ratio of advertising to news was high, .and a large number 
of advertisements often detracted from the appearance of 
the pages. The balance was generally good, but the same 
pattern of makeup was used- in each issue, providing mono-
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tony for the day-by-day readers of the women's pages. 
A majority of the pictures on the women's pages 
were one-column society cuts which lacked the appeal of 
larger pictures. They were used in group layouts which 
showed little originality. 
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Conclusions For Each Women's Page, As Determined F;r'om 
Findings Discussed .In Chapters On Each Newspaper 
1. Boston Record 
Commendable: appeal to known women's interests; 
excellent food and :fashion news coverage; local f'ood news 
coverage; pictorial layouts. 
More attention needed: news of interest to the teen 
age group and to unmarried women; ·variety and. experimenta~ 
tion in makeup; higher percentage of' human interest, club, 
and society news. 
2. Cleveland Press 
Commendable: mak~up; use·o:f pictures; reader parti-
cipation offered (recipe contests and d1stribution of 
household booklets); novel feature presentations; ori-
ginality. 
More attention needed: appeal to known women's 
interests in Cleveland; news of interest to teenagers, 
possibly devoting less of exclusive interest to the young 
married group; news of interest to unmarried and unemployed 
women. 
3 • Miami Herald 
Oommendabie: typography and makeup; coverage of local 
·" 
society and club news; appeal to many of known interests of 
women; appeal to the usually-neglected unmarried women. 
-------------------------------........ 
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More attention needed: :pictorial content; news for 
interest of employed women; teen age, child care, and human 
interest news; less indiscriminate use of syndicated mater-
ial; increased amount of reader participation news. 
4. Minneapolis Tribune 
Commendable: adequate news of appeal to teenagers and 
to women of other age groups; general appeal to all groups, 
regardless of marital or employment status; use of a larger 
percentage of non-local (primarily national) news than on , 
most of women's pages.studied; human interest stories showing 
originality and ann appeal to known interests; regular 
columns, with variety. 
More attention needed:,: typography and makeup; addi-
tional coverage of club, fashion, and beauty news; better 
pictorial planning. 
5. Philadelphia Bulletin 
Commendable: human interest stories, both local and 
non-local; pictorial appeal to known in-tierests; high per-
centage of news of interest to employed women; teen age news; 
columns; coverage of do;n-local news, appealing to varied 
interests. 
More attention needed: makeup and typography; lay-
outs; appeal to known interests of women. 
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6. Providence Bulletin 
Commendable: pictorial layouts and informal balance 
used in their presentation; excellent feature and human in-
terest coverage; handling of non~local news; use of news of 
presumed interest to employed and to unmarried women; news 
of interest to most age groups. 
More attention needed: variation in makeup, particu .. 
larly in story placement; appeal to kno~vn interests, as de-
termined by the Continuing Studies survey of the Bulletin, 
with greater subject variation. 
1. Toledo Blade 
Commendable: appeal to a large number of interests, 
with some news space given to each of the categories; use of 
non-local news; news appeal to all age groups (except the 
teenagers) . 
More attention needed: pictorial content and makeup; 
news of interest to teenagers and to unmarried and employed 
women; originality, both in feature material and in makeup 
·ana layouts; women's news· concentration on the women's pages. 
138-Continuing Study Summary Results, As Listed In 
Continuing Study O:f·Newspaper Reading 
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1. What Women Say That They Read On Women's Pages, 
Listed In Order O:f Preference 
1. Advice to Lovelorn 6$ Menus and Recipes 
2. Society Personals 7. Needlework Patterns 
3. Dress Patterns 8. Child Advice 
9~ Beauty Advice 4. Society Story 
5. Food News 10. Etiquette (Manners) 
2. Pictures Preferred By Women, Listed In Order 
Of Preference 
1. Children And Babies 
2. Accidents, Disasters, Crime 
3. Beauty Queens And Glamour Gi-rls 
4. Foreign War News 
5. 'Human Interest 
6. Weddings and Engagements 
• 
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